
Compete with your friends with the best
cricket fantasy app in India
Cricket is one of the most popular sports in India, with millions of fans following the sport
passionately. Cricket fantasy apps have gained immense popularity in India over the past few
years, thanks to the growing interest in the sport and the emergence of online gaming platforms.

What is a Cricket Fantasy App in India?
A cricket fantasy app in India is an online platform that allows users to create virtual cricket
teams and compete against each other. The app provides users with a pool of players from
upcoming matches, and they have to create a team of 11 players with a set budget. Each player
has a specific value, and users have to select players according to their budget and expected
performance in the upcoming match.

Once users have created their teams, they can join different contests with other users and
compete against them. The contests have different entry fees, and users can win cash prizes
based on their performance. The app uses a points system to award points to players based on
their performance in the real match. Users who have players that perform well in the real match
get more points, and the user with the highest number of points at the end of the contest wins
the prize.

https://exchange22.com/


How Does a Cricket Fantasy App in India Work?

A cricket fantasy app in India is an online platform that allows users to create virtual cricket
teams and compete against each other. The app provides users with a pool of players from
upcoming matches, and they have to create a team of 11 players with a set budget. Each player
has a specific value, and users have to select players according to their budget and expected
performance in the upcoming match.

Once users have created their teams, they can join different contests with other users and
compete against them. The contests have different entry fees, and users can win cash prizes
based on their performance. The app uses a points system to award points to players based on
their performance in the real match. Users who have players that perform well in the real match
get more points, and the user with the highest number of points at the end of the contest wins
the prize.

Different features of cricket fantasy app in India

Cricket fantasy apps also provide users with different features such as live score updates,
player statistics, and real-time updates on the performance of the players. These features allow
users to make informed decisions about their team selection and improve their chances of
winning.

Cricket fantasy apps have become increasingly popular in India, and they provide cricket fans
with an opportunity to create their virtual cricket teams and compete against each other. The
apps use a points system to award points to players based on their performance in the real
match, and users can win cash prizes based on their performance. If you are a cricket fan and
looking for a new way to enjoy the sport, cricket fantasy apps are definitely worth checking out.

Significant Impacts of cricket fantasy app in India

One of the most significant impacts of cricket fantasy apps is the way they have increased
engagement with the sport. These apps allow fans to create their teams and compete against
each other, which has made following cricket more interactive and entertaining. Additionally,
these apps have made it easier for people to keep track of player statistics and match updates,
which has made following cricket more accessible to casual fans.

Cricket fantasy apps have also had a significant economic impact on India. These apps have
created new jobs, from app developers to content creators and social media managers.



Additionally, these apps have opened up new revenue streams for cricket teams and players, as
they can partner with these apps and create new sponsorship opportunities. Overall, cricket
fantasy apps have had a transformative effect on the world of cricket in India.

They have increased engagement with the sport, created new economic opportunities, and
contributed to the growth of the gaming industry. As these apps continue to evolve and improve,
they will undoubtedly have an even more significant impact on the world of cricket and beyond.

About Exchange22

Exchange22 is the first sports fantasy app in the world, offering football, basketball, kabaddi,
and fantasy cricket. In India, it is a sports fantasy app. The platform stands out by offering a
virtual, real-time gaming environment. After the coin toss, participants in Exchange22 can make
a few last-minute changes to their 11-player team based on bowling and batting.

Depending on the situation, players may be added or removed. The ability for users to buy and
sell player shares in the same way that stocks are traded on the exchange is one of its key
stock market trading features. In order to achieve its goal of becoming the best fantasy app in
India by 2023, Exchange22 provides a dependable, secure, and safe gaming environment.

Exchange22 is the fastest-growing cricket fantasy app in India and a platform of thrilling gaming
experiences that have made their mark in the fantasy sports world. With Exchange22, you can
play and win big this sports season!
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